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Doctors tee off for a great cause! 
May 19, 2012  Omni Bedford Springs Resort, BEDFORD  9:00 a.m. 

 
Pennsylvania’s family doctors are trading their reflex hammers for golf clubs at the Pennsylvania 
Academy of Family Physicians’ 5th annual FORE Family Medicine Golf Tournament on May 19, 2012, at 
the Bedford Springs Old Course at the Omni Bedford Springs Resort in Bedford. A shotgun start is 
scheduled for 9 a.m.  What makes this event unique? All proceeds from registration fees will benefit 
Pennsylvania’s medical students through scholarship funds and conferences, research, and clinical 
camps. The invitational tournament is open to the public.  

The future of U.S. health care may be uncertain, but there remain a few constants – that the 
comprehensive, preventive care offered by family physicians keeps costs down for patients, and that 
Pennsylvania has the best family physicians in America! By supporting the future of family medicine on 
the greens, these golfers will put more green into Pennsylvanians’ pockets as they ensure quality, cost-
efficient care for future generations. This event would make a great newspaper feature; a VOSOT kicker, 
or weather bump for a local newscast; or a nice Saturday morning radio interview. (We hear the 
weather’s going to be beautiful!) 

The Pennsylvania Academy of Family Physicians and its Foundation supports its members (including 
nearly 80 percent of Pennsylvania family physicians) through advocacy and education to ensure a 
patient-centered medical home for every Pennsylvanian. The Academy and its Foundation are the 
leading influential resource among family physicians and physicians in training in Pennsylvania; the 
primary voice on health care issues with state legislative and administrative branches of government, 
media and professional health organizations; and the leader on health care issues in the community. 
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